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opening in the body portiorL, llic chamber b
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iDxnaiiB in onfioc«, through ^vhicll fluid exia the
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ponions of the mcmbraro corresponding to rhe
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and the respective orifices. A cxmirol mech-
anism controls pumping of this apparatus by
icndms eificsrfcai «i^ai$ to the electroraisi-

rWt mpmUrS, Owt foree G\ud through the re-

specdve channels and out the respective orifice

for deliyeiy 10 the desired site. TTie, control

mcchat^ism pemiits raovemenc of at fcait one
of the electiosen&itive members ind^endent of
the other electroseoslcive members, as well as
coDcunem and simultaaeous movcmciu cf tlic

clcctrosensitive members, depending upon ihe

piunping mode desired.
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PtgLD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to n^icfodosing pumps and apparalU

employing these pumps, in pa,^cular.-the peasant invention is directed to pumps,

formed of mlcropui^ps. ^ mova hfghly predse ampunts of fluid from one

location to another: Tha pumps indude multiple char^ne,. through which fluid .s

pumped by movement of an electro^ensKlve mambar. These micn.dosing pumps

can be us^d alone, or as ^iarts .of other apparatus, including, for exampie.

„,icrcdosators. infusion pumps, intravenous adminisbation assemblies and

inhalators.

10

pj^r^t^GROUM" INVENTION

Wicrodosing involves providing very smaH precisa. amounts
.

of fluid,

typically on the order of mioronters or lass, from a resen«>ir or other fluid source.

Typically. mi=rodc.ing is used in laboratories where chemical, biological and

medical research is being performed, a. well as with the administration of dmgs

and other similar therapeulio agents. In these microdosing applications, very

small praclse amounts of a given fluid solution are typically introduce^ Into

biological fssue or mixed to prapara-a chemical solution. The typical volume of

fluid used in micrcdosage is between 0.5 microliters and 2500 microliters- So.me

microdosage aopiications. like infusion, reouire a repetitive supply of small fiu«

ouantities. For example. micr»dosage associated with infusion into the body

perfumied .t a rate of approximately 100 m^our to lOOO ml/hour, wh.e

. microdosage from implantable pumps is on the order of approximately 1

micromer/hourto 100 microiilarsftiour.

20
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Some contemporary ' microdo^rng equipment is .mechanical, and

operates by dispensing preset amounts of liquid from a reservoir. A pipette, of

either single channel or multi-channel (serial) construction is an example of this

contemporary equipment, commonly used in research laboratories'. With this

5 serial construction, each of the multiple channefs is eqtiivaJent in volum^ and

controlled by a single driver, rrr order to provide the same fluid volume from each

chahr>eL The fluid volumes drawn from these single and. serial pipettes are

typidaHy accurate, within a few microliters, but not aasurate enough for

applications involving high precision, such as drug and chemical mbdng.

10 Another contemporary microdosmg device is shown in Figure 1A, This

, .device includes a grippabie body 2, that houses a piston moving mechanism (not

shown),^ and an ejector camera 4, that has a metered volume. The ejector

camera -4 attaches to a removable tip 6. The specific volume of the requisite

microdose is by a manuaily adjusted dial mechanism 8. Again, this device is

15 highly accurate, within a few microliters, but not accurate enough for applications

invohrtng high.predsion, suc^ as drug and chemical. mixing.

Microdosing. is aiso used with infusion assemblies. These infusion

assemblies are widely used in medidne for the delivery of medication, fluids

and/or nutritional solutions into the patienfs body. A typical infusion

.^0 adminrstration apparatus, shown in Figure IB, indudes a fluid bag/bottle 10 filled

with medication, to which tubing 12 connects. This tubing 12 includes a needle

. 13 at its end, through which the fluid and/or nutritional solutions in the bag/bottle

10 enter the patient's body. Pumping of the fluid is performed by an electrically

controlled penstattic pump 14. into which the tubing 12 is threaded. Rhythmic

25 occlusion of the tubing 12 by the pump 14 produces positive pressure and

moves the fluid and/or solutions in the desired direction. Tiie entire apparatus is

mounted on a pole 1 6 or other elevating structure.

This conventional infusion apparatus exhibits several drawbacks, the most

significant being accuracy and precision of the amount of fluid dispensed. Other

SUBSTTTUTE SHEET (RULE 26)
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drawbacks associated With this apparatus indudes the high cost, the requirement

for trained skilled operator, and the requirement of periodic calibration, typically

off-site, end their difficulty In .supporting slow release infusion, required for

administration of drugs such as insuiin. Moreover, this apparatus is not designed
. . .

|U

for ami?ulatory use, as it occupies a large atinount of spac^, thus, not allowing for

substanfe.l patient mobility. For.proper and uninterrupted infusion, the treatment

bag 10 must be static and elevated on the pble 16 at a.point above the treatment ?

site, in order to take advantage of gravity as well as the pumping action. Finally.
|,

when the pump is operated by a remote computer from a central nursing station.

several Indirect sensore be incorporated into the pump, making the admintstratioh

assembly buHder and more difficult to move.

AcidRionally. the tubing may also be the source of problems. For example. I''

the tubing may clog when proteins, chemotherapy solutions and/or cardiac

medidnes are introduced into the body. ;i

Attempts have .been made to overcome these drawbacks associated with

conventional devices. One attempt is shown in Figure 2,- where a fluid solution In \

a bag 24 fto>ys by gravity to a pump 28. through tubing 32. 'Additional tubing 36

connects the pump 28 to a needle 40 or cannula (not shown).

The pump 28 of this infusion apparatus is disclosed in U.S. Patent No.

S.205.819 (ROSS Bt al.). TTie pump 28 has a body defining a chamber 44 of

variable volume with one-direcnonal inlet and outlet valves, and includes with a

fle»ble wall 48 therein. This ftexifale wail 48 is deflected by a piezoelectric

actuator 52 attached to it. The volume of liquid displaced from the chamber 44 .tn
,

a single pumping action is a function of the amplitude of deflection developed by

the membrane 48. as a result of the force applied by the piezoelectric actuator

52. The amount of liquid e>:peHed may be metered by varying the amplitude and

frequency of the piezoelectric actuator 52. The pump body is disposable and is

connected to the housing by a releasable cpnnedor. which biases the wall 48

with a transducer into operative engagement The transducer is provided with

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26)
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' ,.v : sense electrodes to measure the amplitude of wall 48 deflection, which is used to

; trigger alarms, indicating the presence of bubbles {n the chamber or -of

occlusions.

This system also has its drawbacks, - it is. sensitive to position,, ss it

5 requires a suspension pole, to keep the fiuid filled bag 24 above the level ILf the

patient This suspension pole also- rnhibits the mobility of the patient. Although

. disposable, the pump 28 requires an on-the-spot tubing connection, and thus the

. assistance of qualified personnel. The pumping ability is related to the presence

of fluid at the entrance to the chamber 44, thus the fiuid bag must always be

10 elevated Ctbove the patient

Other pfezoeJectric pumps are also known in the art. For example,

pertstarttic pumps employing piezoelectric materials are known. Reference SU

. 1776345 A3 discloses a'peristaftic piezoelectnc pump, where piezoelectric rollers

rhythmically occlude the tubing, forcing liquid from the tube. U.S. Patent No.

13 4»1 15,036 (Paterson) discloses a peristaltic pump that comprises two concentric

cylinders, at least one of which includes a" piurafity of piezoelectric elements

.
which are successively electricaliy energced. This selective energizing produces

moving seals, that move in a v/avelBce manner, in the region between the

cylinders. The liquW rs thus pumped in a wavelike manner,

20 U.S, Patent No. 4,944.659 (Labfae, et al.> discloses a dispensing devtee

for use in an ffnpfantable drug delivery system for ambulatory patients. The

device includes a pump housed in a pump chamber in a drug reservoir and a

piezoelectric disc element bonded to a diaphragm member forming one wall of

the pufrip chamber. Tna piezoelectric disc,member is cjpntrolled by circuitry that

25 cyclically applies voltaae thereto, for indudng pumping movement in the

diaphragm member, in order to pump medication from the reservoir to a catheter,

for derivery to the body.
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. ij Patent No. 4.938;742 (Smfts) discloses an apparatus of a series of

silicon mtcropumps wfth piezoeiectric material vaives within each of the series of

.

vaJve chambers. This app^ratiis .qan be used io pump liquids or gases at very

, low F^tes. However, ttiis apparatus exhibits a major drawback, in that only one of

i \ th^v,nriicropLimps," of this series of micropumps, pumps at a time, as the

micropump(s) neighboring the pumping micropurrip are used as.oneway vatves!.

SUMMARY OF THE INVEfniON

The present "invention - overcomes the drawbacKs of the prior art by

10* providing a pumping apparatus that includes muHjple micropumps therein, for

pumping" precise amounts of fluids from a fluid source to the requisite delivery

.site. Each of the micropumps is individualty operable by a control mechanism.

This provides the present invention with high reliability and redundancy/ as one

or more of the -micropumps are able to operate independent of each other,, with

\5 concurrent'operafions of different micropumps in drffenent pumping modes, and If

desn'ed, ail of the micropumps can operate simuitaneousiy. in case one or rriore

of the miCTDpumps fail, the load on the other rhicropumps may be. easily

changed, and/or addStional micropumps may be added to the pumping

apparatus to compensate for the failed mjcropump(s). Furthermore^ the

20 apparatus of the present invention can be. scaled, enabling the apparatus to be

designed over ranges, such that for example, these pumps may be designed for

ambulatory and implantable uses.

A pumping apparatus of the present invention includes a body portion

having a chamber, with an opening in the body portion through which fluid flows

25 into the chamber. A plurality of channels are in fluid communication v/ith the

chamber within the body portion. The chamber is covered by a membrane.

Qectrosensitive members, movable in response to etectric signals, are positioned

on portions of the membrane corresponding to the respective channels, fanning

suBsmruTE sheet (rule 26)
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:v.T-; mcTDpumps within the pump body, A control mechanism controls pumpJng of

this apparatus by sending electrical signals to the eiectrosensKive members, that

force fhifd through the respoctive channels and out Bn ormce for delivery to the

- desired site. The control mechanism permfts movement of at least-one of the'

electrdsensilive members indeperwient of the other electrosensitive members, as

Well as conain-ent and simultaneous movement of the elec^osensrtive members,
depending upon the puniping mode desired.

Another pumping apparatus of the present invention Includes..a chamber
that receive flurd, the chamber in communication wfth channels, for receiving the

fluid from the chamtjer. The rf^annels are forn^ed intermediate adjacent rods of

eJectrosensitive materiah For example, the rods may be an^anged linearly.

• adjacent in a chamber, or circularly, around a cylindrical chamber. A. control

mechanism controls pumping of this apparatus by sending electrical signals to

the. eiecfrosensitiye rods, causing a "squeezing action'* by the rods.. Additional

chambers be fomied in the pumping apparatus, with porous material placed

beftveen rods, so as to subdivide the channels. The control (nechanism permits

movement of at ieast two adjacent etectrosensitive rods independent of the other

electrosenatfve rods, as well as simuitaneous movement of the electrosensrGve

rods, d^jendfng upon the pumping mode destred.

20 These pumping apparatus may be incorporated into devices for regulating

fluid flow therethrough, thus providing the desired micnodosing. For example,

these puinpfrig apparatuses may be placed into devices such as grippable body .

members along lines (tubing) of fluid administration apparatus, and fluid bags,

such as those in intravenous administration apparatus,, and the like, for providing

the requisite micTodosing. In these devices, the pumping apparatus are placed

along a fluid pathw^ay, intemiediate a fluid. supply source and a fluid outiet. In the

fluid bag, the incorporation of the pumping apparatus of the present invention

therein is such that connections to tubing prior to use and/or complicated control

operations are not required, and thus, the fluid bags are disposable foiiov^ring

use. Additionally, the pumping apparatus of the present invention may be placed

5

2^
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-..
' ' into a housing,, the housing having structure for accomniodating the passage of

gases (e,g:, aJr) between the top and' bottom sides of the housing, so as to form

an inhalator. - . -

'

5 BRrEF DESCRIPTIOM OF THE DRAVtflMGS

The present invention will be described with reference to the

accompanying drawings, wherein Bke reference numerals identify corresponding

or like components;

in the drawings; *

i 6 Figure 1A is a front view of a microdosator of the prior aft;

Figure IB a front view of an intravenous infusion apparatus of the prior

"art
.

Figure* 2 is front view of an Intravenous infusion .apparatus employing a

pump, in cross-section, of the prior art

15 .Figure 3A is a broken away front view of a mrcrodos.ator empioying the

present invention;

Figures 3B and 30 are front views of intravenous infusion apparatuses

employing the present (nyention;

Figure 4 Is an exploded view of a first embodiment of the present

20 . invention:

I.
Figure 5A is a chart of drop volume as a. function of excitation frequency;

i

Figure 5B is a chart of drop volume as function of excitation pulse width;

SUBSTTTUTE SHEET (RULE 26)
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Figure 6A is a broken

employing tfte present mverxtion;

Figure 6B is a cross-sectional

Invention;

away cross-sectional view of a microdosator

view a second embodiment of the. present

inventian

Rgure 7A is a cross-sectional view of a thinJ embodiment of

I

the present

Figure 7S is a cnoss-sectlonal view of the embodfment of Rgur.
afong iine A-A:

e 7A. taken

. . 5*3"^ view of an alternate orifice piate used in thelo emDoatment of Figures 7A and 7B above:

Figure 7D is a crosB-sectionaJ view of a fourfh embodiment
fnvention;

FlgLfre 7E is a broken away top view of the fourth
present Invention:

IS Figure 7F is a crpss-sectionai view of a fifth embodiment of
invention;

of the present,

embodiment of the

the present

Figure 7G is a broken away top view of
present mvention;

Hgure 7H is an exploded view of a sbcth embod&nent of
20 invention:

• the fifth embodiment of the

the present

Ffgures 71 and 7J are cross-sectional views of
the present invention;

a seventh embodiment of"

Figures 7K and 7L are cross-sectional views of an eighth
the.present invention;

embodiment of
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Figure 7M is a cross sectional view of. a ninth .embodiment of the present

invention:

^ Figure 7N is a top view, indudtfig a broken away portion, of a tenth

emi^.diment of the present invention;

.
5* Rgure 8A is a aoss-sectional view of an eleventh embodiment of the

present inventian;

Figure 8B is a cross-secttonal view of the'embodiment of Figure 8A, taken

along iine.A1-Ai;

Figure 9A Is a longitudinal cross-sectional view of a twelfth embodiment of

10 * the present invention;

Figure 9B is a tnansverse qoss-secttona) view of the embodiment of

Figure 9A;

Rgure lOA is a longitudinal cross-secKonaf view .of a thirteenth

embodiment of the present invention;

15 Figure 10B is a transverse cross-sectional view of the embodiment of

' Figure 10A;
.

Figure IOC. is a transverse cross* sectional view of a fourteenth,

embodiment of the present invention, and in parScuiar, an alternate embodiment

of the apparatus shown in Figures 10A and 10B;

20 Figure 11 is a broken away cross-sectional view of a microdosator

employing the present invention:

Figure 12A is a cross-sectional view of a fifteenth embodiment of the

present invention:
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• Figure* 12B rs a. cross-secSonal view of the embodiment of Figure 12A,

taken .along line B'B;

. Figure 13 is a bngitudingl cross-sectional view of a sixteenth embodiment

of the 'present invention, and rn partrcular, -an' alternate embodiment of the

. 5. apparatus shown in Figures 12A and 12B; I .

Figure 14 is a broken away cross^sectfdnai view of a' mrcrodosator

employing the present inventionr

Figure 15 s a cross-sectional view' of a seventeenth embodiment of ttie

present invention:

10 ^ Figure 16 is a cross-secfionaf view of a fJufd bag in an Intravenous

administration apparatus employing the present invention;

Figure 17A is a transverse crDS3-sectionai view of a fluid bag employing

the present fnvention;

Figure 17B is a cross-sectlonai vfew of the fluid bag of Figure 17A, taken

15 along fine A2-A2;

Figure 18A is a partial transverse cross-sectional view of an eighteenth

eir±?pdiment of the present invention;

Figure 18B is a partial longitudinal crosg-sectionai view of the embodiment

of Figure 18A;

2<> Figure 19 is a partial cross-sectional wew of a nineteenth embodiment of

the present invention, and in particular, an alternate embodinient of the

embodiment shown in Figures ISA and 18B:

Figure 20A is a partial cross-sectional view of a twentieth embodiment of

. the present invention;

10
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'Figure 20B is a side view of the embodiment of Fi9ure.20A; and *

Figure 21 is a cross-sectional view of a twenty first .embodiment of the

pre^nt invention.

5 DETAILED DE5CRPTION OF THE DRAWtNGS

Turning now to the drawing figures, Figure 3A details a microdosator 60

with a pump 62* of the present invention (detailed below and shown in Figures 4

through' 15) incorporated into it, Tne pump 62 is actuated to make a preset and

calibrated amount of pumping actions. that result in a desired dose of the flquid.

JO The flurd is released from the microdosator 60 through a replaceable tip 64,* \

Figure 3B shows an intravenous administration set having a fluid bag 66

with tubing 68 extending therefrom, and a pump 70 of the present invention

(detailed betow and shown m Figures 4 through 15) incorporated along the tubing

68, The pump 70 is actuated to pump the fluid/medication from the fluid bag 66

15 to the body of the patient (not shown). . The piimp 70 may be driven from a iocal

or remote controller/computer 72.

Frgure 3C shows a pump 76 of the present mvenrion (detailed below' and

shown'in Figures 4 through 15) incorporated into a fiuid bag 80. The fluid bag 80

is incorporated into an intravenous administration apparatus: As discussed

.

20 above, the pump 76 may be driven from a local or remote controller, such as a

computer 84.

Hgure 4 shows a pump 100 of the invention, of muftiple micropumps 101

formed from multiple channels. While ten micropumps 101 are shown in this

drawng figure, there may be more or le^ than this number of micropumps

25 depending on the desired application. In this embodiment the fiuid flows from the

fluid source (not shown) In the direction indicated by arrow 102. through the

1^'

11
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connective fUbing 104, prsferabJy attached to the body 106. but not part of the

body 1 06. The fluid fflis in the conrnon input chamber 1 08 of the pump 1 00.

The rnuIhchanneJ pump body 106 ^ preferably made of easily sterilizable

matsriate such as stainless steel, piastJc or glass. The body 105. irijdudes

recesses (cutouts) 112 ihatft>mi channels. The liquid from the common chamber

108 flows Into the recesses (channels) 112. Opposite each of the recesses 112.

an eiectrosensitive' member 114 has been placed in contact with a port/on of ti>e

membrane 12S. The electrosensitive members 114 are preferably piezoelectric

members preferably in the form of disc type ceramics, cbmmerciaily available

from Fuji Ceramics Cki., Fupnomrya City, Japan, or Morgan Mairoc, Inc, Bedford^

OH 44146, USA.

.
Preferably, the electrosensitive member 114 is of a single disc. The

pump 10G is operated by a driving sigrial which is sent from a computer ^not

shown), or from a local controller. The drrving signal is fed to each of tfie

electrasensrtJve members 114- by a set of contact wires 116G, that serve as a
'

common ground vwre, and conducting wires 116C, that conduct the actual drive

signal, from a controller, such as a computer (not shown). The pump 100 and

the controller are attached by a connector (not shown).

The recesses (channels) 112 are covered by an orifice plate 120,

preferably in the fornn of a sheet, with at least one orifice 122. for each rece$$*

(channel) 112, Although or^ oritice 122 corresponding to each recess 112 is

shown, additional orifices are penmissibie. The orifices 122 are preferably round,

but can bs other shapes su<^ as circular, rectangular, square, polygonal,

triangular, ova?, etc. Each recess (channel) 112 and its fespecth/e

electrosensitive member 114 and orifice 122 are preferably coaxial and- define

each individual micropump 101. When the electrosensitive member 114 fs
'

activated foy an electrical signal from the controller); the electrosensitive member
114 moves (in a pumping action) so as to expei fluid from the chamber 108,

12
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through the respective recess (channel) 112 and through the respecth/e. orifice

. 122 in the direction(s) indicated by the arrows 12^;

y Although the orificB plate 120 is not necessary, it is preferred, for the

orifice plate 120 (wfth the orifices 122 therein) serves as a metering device,

•5 attowing-for fixed and repetitive amounts of liquid to be expelled at each actuation

cycle of the electrosensitive members 114.' This metering is iachJeved as the

orifices 122 may all be of the same diameter (see), Addrtjonaliy, it is permissible,

that the orifices 122 need not aJ! be of the same diameter (stze). Rather, one or

more of *e orifices 122 may be of a dffrerent diameter than, one or more of the'

10 remaining orifices 122, in order to finely regulate the desired throughput of the

pump 100.
'

The orifice plate 120 may be of Tefton®. capton/ polyimide, glass or

stainiess steel, wth orifices preferably of a diameter (size) between

• approximately 20 microns to 400 miCTons, The orifices 122 may be created in

15 the orifice plate 12D by processes including . iaser ablation or the methods

described iri Hayes, et aL, "Overview of Small Holes", in Sodety of Manufacturing

Engineers fSME) Technicaf Paoer. Non-Traditionar Machining Conference,

Oriando Florida, Octot>Qr 30-November 2, 1989, Incorporated by reference

herein. •

20 When the muffichannel pump 100 is operative, the controller generates

and sends an electrical signal(s) to one or a number of siectrosensifive members

1 14, that are contacted wrth a portion of the membrane 126 (of hiateriais such as

stainless steel, glass, or the like), that in turn attached to the body 106. The

signal activates the respective electrosensitive members 114 that acconjingly

25 bends the portion of the membrane 125* During the contraction cycle of the

electrosensfuve members 114, the membrane 126 expels the fluid through the

respective channels 112 and respective orifices 122, and during the expansion

13
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cycle, ft creates pressure that pulls fluid from the common input chamber 108, to
whfch ft is fed from the liqyid source.

Should increase in the throughput of the pump be desired an
additional number o/ etectrosensitive members 114 may be operated 'vre
controller is also such that any one or any numbe, of the electrosetsitive.
men^ber. I14 can be operated independently of any one or any number of the'
other electrosensitive members 114. at different frequencies, at different pulse
w,dth3. and for d«ferent time periods, in order to finely regulate the desired
.^roughput through the pump 100. As the iVequency Increases, the amount of
liquid .eiected.from the rncess (channel) 112 in each cycle decreases, such that
the overall throughput is higher. For example, .the controller i. such that every
one Of the electrosensitive members 114 can be operated Independently of every
other Of one of the electn.Senslt.Ve members 114. Also, the electrosensitK^e
members 114 cooid be operated simultaneously at the same frequency p^jse
w«lth and time period. Pnofembly, the voltage required to oparaie the
eiectrosensitive members 114 is approximately 10 volts to IO0 volts It also
preferred that the. eleatrosensitlve members 114 (i.e.. the piezoelectric ceramic
etement(s)) be operated \n a frequency range of 2 KHz to 30 KHz. leading to an
amount of expelled fluid bet>«een approximately 20 picoliters and 1 000 picoiiters
Urger volumes of fluid can be ejected at lower operating frequencies and
through larger orifice diameters. • - •

The preferred dimensions of such, a pump 100 are approximately 5 mm to
9 mm ,n the dimension indicated as 'W. The dianifeter of the recesses
(channels) 112 is approximateV 4 mm to 8 mm. The depth of the recesses
(cnannels) ii2 is approximately 0.2 mm to 0.4 mm. The diameter (size) of the
electrosensitive members I14 is preferably approximately 10% to 15% Jess then
the diameter of the recesses. The distance between the neighboring recesses
112 and orifices 122. respectiveV. is defined by the diameter of the
electrosensitive members 114 used. The length of the pump 100 is defmed by
the throughput range desired for the transfer of a particular liquid, e.g., a pump

14
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A microdosator 130 iricorporatrng tiie pump 100 (detailed above and shown

in Figure 4) is shown in Rgure 6A. The nriicrodosator 130 incltides a grippable

body 132 having a reservoir 134 containing fluid therein. The fluid (that may be

replaced or replenistied by accessing the reservorr 134 through tine removable

J 5 cover. 13.6) to be dispensed flows from the reservoir 134, in the direction indicated

by the arrow 138, through the
,
connecting tube 144 into the pump 100.

AJtematiyeiy. the remote fluid sources are also pennissffale, and. connected an

umbilical iuhe 142 to the microdosator 1 30. The fluid then flows into the corrwinon

input chamber 108 (Figure 4) of the pump 1G0» whose operation is dstaiied above.

20 The microdosator 130 is operated by a driving signal which is sent, from a'

computer located dose to the microdosator 130, or from a buitt-in controller

through a connecting cable (not shown), in the umbrRcai tube 142, or alternately, a

. built-in controller, eliminating the need for the connecting cable. Tne fluid

expelled by each of the micropumps 101 is collected in the common output

25 chamber 146, the walls of which are coated by a spedfic fiqurd repellent material,

such as polyurethane, polypropylene, or the like. Fluid exits the microdosator 130

through a passage 147 in the removabie ftp 148 in the direction of the arrow 150.

15

• - lb

. • • - mf

With throughput var^ng from 0.3 milliliter/hour.to 50 miliiBter/hour may. have 6 to * * 1^ ^

10 mic3-apumps and would be approximately .32 mm long: f

J
The micropumps 101 of *e pump 100, dependoig on the farce developed*

*

byr the electrosensitive members 1 14, caused by frequency of excitatfori. width of
"

5 .
the excitation pulse; the diarrieter of the orffioe. 122: and fluid viscdsrty'^^ ^

ejects a fixed, and constant amount of liquid. Figure 5A tndieates. the varratlon in
*

the drop volume as. a function of the excitation frequency, and Figure 5B
, ... ' * *['

indicates variations in the drop volume as a function of the exdtafion pufse. wdth/- ^j^

In both ciases (Figures 5A and SB). the orifice diameter was 2o microns and the ' ^
10 iiqufd.tested was water. . .

li
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in Figure 68 the pump 100 (detailed above and shown in. Figure 4) is

incofporated into a prDriuc^on line that produces accurate concentrafaons of

fiurd(s), induding medication, drugs, perfumes or other chemical soiutions. The

pump 100 is held by a holder 15& over a conveyor line 158, which moves vessels

3 -160 wfth the solution -to be produped. in the direction perpendicular to the ^aper

plane. The fluid to be dispensed flows from a fluid reservofr (not shown) or other

fluid source in the direction indicated by the arrow 162 through a conduit 163 to

• ir^5ut chamber 10S of the pump 100. Once In the pump 100, each of the

. micropumps 101 dispenses fluid into tho appropriate vessel 160.

10 The pump 100, operated fn accordance with that detailed above, may be

actuated by a driving signal (or signals) that is sent through a connecting cable

164 from a remote computer or other similar cpntroiler. As detailed above for the

pump 100 (Figure 4) by varying the rated frequendes, pulse v/idths, orifice size.

ar^or duration of operation, different volumes of fluid may be dispensed.- To

15 adapt to different vessel sizes, the pump 100 may be produced with different

distances between the Individual micropumps 101 than those indicated above.
'

The pump 100 may be designed such.that the center-to-center distance between

the micropumps 101 matches the- distance between ttie vessels 160. Also;

groups of micropumps may be centered around these points.

20. In Figures 7A and 78. the pump 100 (as. detailed above and. shown in

Figure 4) is incorporated into an infusion apparatus in a fluid transport line 165,

where the fluid (i.e.", medication) flows from the infusion bag (not 3hown) in the

direction indicated by the arrow 170, the medication enters a tube 172 in the fluid

transport iine 165, the tube 172 carrying the fluid to the input chamber 1 08 of the

25 muitichannel pump 100. The pump -100 is operated (in accordance with that

. described in Figure 4 above) by a driving signal which is sent from a confroiler,

such as a computer (not shown). The driving signal is fed to each of the

eiectrosensttive members 114 along contact wines 174. There is also a ground

16
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Wire 176. The connection between the pump 1 00 and the controller is performed

with a connector 178.

y As-detaHed for the pump 100 in Rgure 4 above, the driving signal frorn the

. . controller activates the electrosensltive memtjers 114 that bend.the mettibrane

5 126 accordingly. During the cpntracUon cyde 6f the electrosensitiye members

114. the portions of the membrane 126 moved by the activated eiectrosensitive

members 1 14..expels the fluid O-e., medication) through the respet^Va orifice 122

(in the orifice plate 120). and during the expansion cyde, it creates pressure that

pulls it TTom the common chamber 108. prevrousiy fed fluid (i.e.. medication) from

10 ttie ffifusion bag (not shown). The fluid, expelled by successive pumpthg actions of

the- respective eteclrosensitive members 114. creates pressure in the common

output chamber 18.0, which Is higher than the back pressure generated by blood

pressure in the blood vessel, and In particular, a vein. This pressure creates a flow

of fluid (i.e.. medication), in the direction indicated by arrow 182. One-way valves

\i 184 and 186. serve to prevent a back flow of the fluid (i.e.. medication) into the

.fluid bag during the pumping cycte and from the lower part of the administration set

during the suction cycle. Although the active pumping action may be performed

by a limited number of micropumps 101. all of the remaining micropumps 101

should be operated at a level.which creates a certain amount of pressure in the

20 common chamber to prevent backflow of fluid (i.e.. medication) into the

neighboring recesses (channels) 1 12 (Figure 4). When it is necessary to increase

the throughput of the pump, an additional number of eiectrosensitive members 114

may be operated. For intravenous infusion, the eiectrosensitive members 114 are

operated at voitagss of preferably approximately between 20. vote and SO volts.

25 Alternatively, the eiectrosensitive nnembers 1 14 may be operated at a higher than

rated frequency, as well as the orifice plate 120 may have a set of orifices 122 of

different sizes (as discussed above).

Since the fluid in the pump 100 is expelled against the pressure in the

blood vessels, specifically a vein, the orifice plate 120 (Figure 4) should be of a

30 thid<ness so as not to adversely affect the pumping action. An alternate orifice

17
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plate 120" for the pump 100 in the fluid' transport line 165 is. shown in Figure 7C.

This alternate orifice plate 120' includes conical orifices 122* that taper downward

tin the direction of fluid expulsion). The arrows 128a indicate the direction in

which the fluid (i.e., niedicatjon) t$ expelled ttirouah this orifice ptate 120\

5 .Figures 7D-7M show embodiments of micropumps, * that are shJilar in

construction -and operation to the micropumps 101 descnlDed and shown in

Figure 4 above. The micropumps shown in the^e figures can be combined to

form a pump structure, in a Tnanner similar to the pump 100 of Figure 4. The

components of .these micropumps" 101, such as the body membere,

eleclrosensitive members, membranes and orifice pfates {as sheets 120 or plates

120*} having onfices, are of similar rnateriais and oonstruction to thefr counterpart

components In the micropump 101 of Figure 4, Additionalfyt the etectrosensitivB

members of these micropumps may be controlled by control mechanisms similar

to those detailed for the micropumps 101 of Figure 4, for pumping in the modes

detailed above for the pump 100 of Figure 4, .

20

Z5

A valveless micropump 187 in accordance with the present invention, is

shown in Figures 7D and 7E In this micropump 187, both the incoming and

ou^oing medication flow, indicated by arrows respectively labeled "In" and "OuT,

pass through a common . orifit^ plate 188, in which the orifices 189a and 1S9b

are shaped like opposing, venturi-like cross sections. This arrangement facilitates

the flow of the incoming fluid into the chamber 190 and reduces the back flow of

the fluid from the chamber 190 during the pumpirig cycle. Multiple mfcropujTips

may be connected to oeate a complete, mufti-channel, infusion pump 200

(Figure 7E). The fluid may be supplied from an mfusion bag (not shown) to each

of the micropumps 187 through individual supply channels or through a manifolds

192. The first manifold .
192 may be common to all of the micropumps or

separate for each micropump. The fluid pumped by esch of the micropumps

187; when the respective electrosensitive members 194 on the membrane 196

are activated, is delivered through a second manifold 198 to the patient. This

18
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pump 200 may be incorporated into an intravenous, administration apparatus or
'

II

J

in a fluid bag (as discussed above). '

rji'*'

JA micropump 21 1, similar in construction and operation to tlie micropump

187 shown in Rgures 7D and 7E (dEiafled above), is shown in Figures 7F and
~

5 7G; This micropump 187 has two gne-way valves 202 and 204, ti^at serve to

prevent a back flow of fluid (I.e., medtration) Into the fluid bag (not shown) during

the pumping cyde, and from the lower part of the administration set during the
f.

auction cycie. These one-way vaives 202, 204 are contcal recesses 202a. 204a, .^-!?

with fluid flow inhibiting members 205, preferably glass or plastic balls placed into '

; ^-

10 these conical recesses 202a, 204a. These fluid flow inhabiting members 206 are V
retained within these conical recfiss.es 202, 204 by' a thin, elastic, nylon.net 209 ^

:\\
*

attached to both sides of the plate 210. The properties of the net 209 are such ^

'^''^

that its elasticity allows the. balls to move toward the respective nets 209 for

proper fluid transport through the respective micropumps 21 1

.

•: t

.1.

I
5'

15 In Figure 7H, th$r0 .is shown another ernbodiment of a single micropump

212 that may be a module of a multichannel pump with indWdual checkvaives

attached to each micropump. In this embodmient check vaives 213. 214, are in

thin membranes 216a; 2ieb. These rfieck valves 213, 214 have thicknesses |?

approximateiy 25 microns to 37 miCrOns, and are preferably formed by

20 -electrochemical etching or laser cutting, and attached to both sides of the orifice

plate 218. The membranes 216a, 216b $re attached in such a way that the ch^
* valves 213 and 214 coincide with their respective through holes 220 and 222. The

lengths of the check valves 213 and 214 are preferably larger than those of their,

respective through holes 220 and 222. A "sandwich" of the membranes 216a,

2S 215b. with the oriflce piate 218 therebetween, is inserted TTrfo the body 224 of the

. micropump 212, with a compression chamber 225 formed rntemiediate the

membrane 228 and check valve 213, Portions of the membrane 228 are covered

by an eiectroser^itive member 22S, preferably of an element of a piezoelectric

ceramic {detailed above). During the suction Cycle, the check valve 213 opens and

30 allows the flow of nriedication to fill the compression chamber 225. while the other

19
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check valve 214 is dosed and rests on the orirlce plate 2113. preventing any return

flow of the fluiq into the connpression chamber 225, The opposrte sequence takes

place when the fluid is expelled from the compression chamber 225. Fluid

direction, into and out of the micropump 212, is indicated by the arrows,

5 respectively labeled "In" and "Out".
j

In RgufHs 71 and 7J, there is shown a micropump 234 similar to that of

Figures 7D and 7E. The micropump 234 is of a construction that pemiits a

response time of the check valves that is asynchronous from the pumping actian

of the electrosensitive members. The micropump 234 of this embodiment

10 achieves this asynchronous action, as one of the walls 230 of an outlet

subchannel 232 of the micropump 234 is made of a flexible material for

movement between an untensioned position {shown in solid lines), and a

tensioned position (shown in broken lines) in Figure 7L A check valve 235,

moveable between a dosed position (shown in solid lines), and an .open position .

15 (shown in broken lines) in Figure 71, Is mounted on another wall. When the

electrosensitive member 238 is activated, fluid is pumped from the chamber 237

into the subchannel 232» through an orifice 233 of a venturi-like cross section

Cdetajled above). As the pressure and the amount of fluid In the outlet

subchannel 232 increases, the fteJdbls wall 230 (detailed above) deflects to its

20. maximal tensioned posrtiori, as shown in solid lines in Figure 7J. VWien the

pressure exceeds certain advanced preset pressure, such as the back pressure

of the blood in the blood vessel, e.g., a vein, the check valve- 236 opens and

moves to the open position (shown in solid lines in Figure 7J), The flexible wafl

230 deflects back to its [nrtiai position {shown in solid lines ia Figure 71), pushing

25 the excessive volume of liquid out of the outlet subchannel 232 through a port

240 (in the direction of the arrow ia.beied 'Out"}_ As the pressure in the outlet

subchannel 232 decraases, the check valve 236 returns to its.dosed position and

the cycie is repeated. Since the flexible wall output chamber 232 serves as an

accumulator of both energy and fluid, the pumping action of the electrosensitive

30 member 233 becomes independent from the action of the check valve 236 that

20
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may be significantly slower. H is preferred that, the volume of the oirtlet

subchannel 232 should be significantly larger than the volume of the Rquid

expelled by a single pumping action by anywhere between 1 0 to 30 times.

The micropump 234. also includes' an Inlet port 243. for receiving fluid

S from a supply sourt:e (in the direction of the arrow labeled. •In')., an inlet

subchanriel 244 and an orifice 245 of a venturi-like cross section, through which

fluid flows to reach the chamber 237 for subsequent pumping by the

electrosensmve member 238. Although Figs 71 and 7J show a single mlcrppump

234, it may be one of many similar micropumps that are joined together to form a

complete.; multichannel pump, similar to the pump 100 shown in Figure 4

(above).

Another valveless embodiment of a micropump 246 that supports

asynchronous operation of the check valve and the pumping action' is shown in

Figures 7K and 7L.' This micropump 246 includes components similar to those .

for the micropump 234 described and shown in Figures Ji and 7J (above). This

embodiment includes an inlet channel 247. with an inlet port 247a. and an outlet

channel 248 with an orifice 249 therebetween. The orifice 249 is, preferably of a

venturi-Bke shape (as described above). The outlet channel 248 includes- fleabie

walls, allowing movement between a relaxed position. (Rgure 7K) and an

expanded position (Figure 7L). This channel 24B is preferably constructed from

a piece of flexible, polymeric or rubber tubing, that connects at the orifice 249

and t^miinates in a check valve 250. that moves between a closed position (solid

lines in Rgure 7K) and an open position (broken lines in Figure 7K and shown in.

Rgure 7L). When this micropump 246 is in operation, the electfOsensiSve

member 251, resting on a portion of the membrane 252.. draws fluid in .the inlet

channel 247. through the orifice 249 into the outlet channel 248. When the.

pressure In the outlet channel 24B causes expansion to the expanded position,

and this pressure exceeds the preset pressure on the check valve 250. the check

valve 250 opens (Figure 7L) and a fluid volume exits the outlet channel 248.

Fluid exit continues until the pressures on both sides of the check valve. 250
'

21
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equalizes. The amount of expansion of the outlet channel 248, as a function of

pressure, depends on the dimensions of the outlet channel 248, (inneryouter

diameter) and the properties of the materisl from which it is formed.

Figure 7M detaHs a vafveless pump 253 formed by cascading micropumps

5 254a, 245b, 254c. Figure 7N shows this pump 253 as incorporated into 1 larger
y
i

pump 255. also formed of a cascaded array of micropumps 254a\ 254b* and

254c\ of similar construction to micropurr^s 254a. 254b and 254c. and

discussed below, except that the inicropumps 254a' have a common fiuid supply

chamber. Each of the micfOpump$ 254a-254c includes channels 25aa-256c,

10 covered by a membrane 257; swith an eJectrosensitive merT±ter 258. resting on at

least a portion of the membrane 257. All of the channels 256a-25SQ include

orifices 259a-259d, that are designed in accordance wWi those detailed and

shown in Figures 70-7L above. Orifice 259a serves as an inlet port (for fluid .

flowing in the dL'^ection of the arrow labeled "InO. Qrtfices'259b and 259c, serve to

15 allow fluid transport between channels 256a-256c, while orifice 259d. serves as

an outlet port (from which fluid flows in the direction of an annw labeled "Outl, .

and are preferably arranged in a straight line. If the electrosensitive members

258 are operated at the same time (synchronously), the total pressure generated

by the cascaded an-ay of micropumps 254a. 254b, 254c, is the sum of the

20 pressures generated by each individual rnicropump 254a-254c. By this -

arrangement the pump 253 develops relatively high pressure, that is needed to
.

overcome the high resistance to fiow in certain applications (i.e., back pressure
,

in blood vessels, preferably marnmalian . blood yessete, sud^ as veins). This

same construction can be used for cascaded arrangements of two or more

25 micropumps.

Due to. the high pressure of the pump 253. its ouHet orifice 2S9d can be

connected to a fluid administration apparatus, through a flow '

restricting/regulating element (not shown), with a high resistance to flow, T?ii$

an^ngement wiil result in a relatively constant flow, that is unaffected by changes

72
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in the administration apparatus or the back pressure in the blood vessels. e,g.,

veins.

J
Turning also to Figure 7N. the pump 253 of Figure 7M is incorporated into

the pump 255. forming two sn^ys 260a. 260b of micropumps. 254a, 254a'. 264b.

5 254b\ 254C* 254c\ The first array 260a and the second an^y 260b are shown in

bniken lines for explanation purposes only. The pump 255 is formed of a body

member 262 (of the materials disclosed above for Uhe body member 106 of

Figure 4), of single or multiple pieces.

The first array 260a includes a first series of micropumps. 254a' whose

10 construction is sfmilar to th^t $hown in Figure 4 and detailed above. Any or all of

the channels (not shown) of these micropumps 254a', have a .common fluid ir\Jet

port (not shown). Each micropump 254a' of this first series forms a second

series of cascaded micropumps 254a\ 254b\ 254c\ as thi$ micropump 254a' is

preferably connected with a second micropump 254b' (through an orifice 259b\

15 similar to the orifice 259b described above), that is in tum connected with a third

micropump 254c' (through an orifice similar to the- orifice 2$9c). These

micropumps^ 254a\ 254b', 254c' are in a linear arrangerrient and are coristructed

in accoriiance with Figure 7M, as detailed above. It rs preferred that each second

series be independent of each other second series, with the only common fluid

20 flow occuning In the Rst series of micropumps 254a' in the first array 260a, Each •

of the second series of micropumps 254a\ 254b*, 254c' rnay terminate through

orifices similar to orifice 259d in Rgure 7M, in one or more reception containers

• (not shown). While this linear arrangement is preferred for the set»nd series of

micrapumps* other cascading (noh-Unear) arrangements are also permissible.

25 One or more independent series of micropumps 254a, 254b, 254Cp like

that shown in Figure 7M, may also be incorporated into the pump .255, fonning

the second an-ay 260b. This array 260b forms an additional second series that is

preferably independent from alf of the other second series, but its outlet orifice

259d^may connect to a reception container as described above (not shown).
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Where at least one otntet of any of the second series of mJaopunips empties into

as well. Preferably this arrangement is suitable when precise mixing of fluid

solutions ts desired. Certain locations for fluid flow into and out of this pump 255

are indicated by arrows labeled ^'In" and "Out",

5 Figures 8A and 8B show another embodiment of a- multichannel pump 280 ]

used in a fluid transport line 282, in an apparatus, similar in construction to the

line 165 and apparatus detailed and shown in Figures 7A and 7B above. This

fluid transport line 282 also employs the pump 100 (Figure 4) with slight

. modifications to the line 282. the modifications noted below. Fluid (r,e

10 medication) flows through this line 282 in the directions of the amvitz 285a, 283b,

This fluid transport line 282 employs porous material elements 284, 286 In the

purhp .280 at the fluid entry and intermediate each of the micropumps in the

common chamber, and at least one porous material element 28S in the common
output charT±^er within the fluid transport irne 282. The above discussed porous

15 material may be Pore®, porous plastic sheet materials, commerdally available

from Porex Technologies Corp.. Fairbum. GA 30213, or porous sintered glass

material commerciafiy available from Robu®, Glasfiiter-Gerate Gmbh., D-57644

Hattert Germany, or porous sintered stainless steel of proper micron grade,

commercaally gvailabie from Mott M^t^lturgicsl Corp.. Connecticut. U,SA. cut

20 into tfie.shapes necessary for placement in the fluid transport fine 282.

These porc>us materia! elements 244^. 286. 288 are in constant hydraulic

communjcation with the fluid in the fluid bag (not shown) attached to the fiufd

"

transport line 282. This porous material serves to draw fluid (i.e,. medication)

out of the fluid bag, by capiilary. action or wickfng. This drawng of nuid is not

25. dependent on gravity, and occurs regardless of the position of the bag, above or

below the patient level, provided that the porous material elements 244, 286. 288

are in hydraulic ' communication .with the fluid in the fluid bag. As a result, the

common chamber of the pump 280 fills vAth liquid. The fill rate of the common,

chamber is a function of the grade of the porous material used. Tne porous

30 material also acts as a filter for trapping foreign particles. FoHowing the priming
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Of me Chamber of the pump 280 and the porous material 284. 286 filfing with

fluid, aU air bubbles that may be pre$'ent or generated, in the fluid and may

proceed to the body of the patient wiU be trapped in the porous material 284, 285.

i

Anomer embodiment of a multi-chennel. piezoelectric infusion pump 300

s (preferably disposable), as part of a fluid delivery epparatus 301, preferably

connected to a fluid bag (not shown), preferably housed in a plastic envelope

30la. is shown in Figures 9A and .98. This embodiment of the infusion pump

300 utilizes piezoelectric effect The pump 300 may be constructed from a

monolrtfiic piezoelectric ceramic material 312. such as Lead Zirconium Titanate

iio (PZT), into v^lch channels 308 are cut and the material is poled (polarized) in a

• direction indicated by an arrow "a". The typical dimensions of such channels

would preferably be about 0.2 mm jto 0.4 mm in width. 0.8 mm to .1.0 mm in

'

.height and about 15 mm to 40 mm in length. The walls (fibs) 316 surrounding

the channels 308, define mlcropumps 317. The walls 316 are simflar in size^ and

15 serve as atauators for pumping upon receiwng an electrical signals) from.the

connector 324 and controller 328. i.e., a computer, this controller similar to that

described above. The respective sides of the walls 316h. 316c,vare coated with

metal (metalized). preferably along their entirety, in accordance with the direction

in which the walls 316 are poled (polarized). This metal coating is preferably

20 coated with a passivation layer, to avoid hydrolysis of the fluid being transported

through the apparatus 301 and electrical short circuits.

The metal coating of the walls 316 seryes as an electrical contact through

which a drive signal(s) is provided to acfivate the wall 316. When, an electrical

• signaKs) is applied to the walls .^16. the wails 316 move transversely (by

15 ^bending) in the direction of the field, and increa$e liquid pressure in the

. respective channels 308. - This movement creates an under pressure in a

neighboring channel 308, which, in addition to capillary forces present in the

channels 308, fadlitaies the flow of liquid from jhe fluid bag (not shown). The

1
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medication pulled out of g fluid bag by these forces fills a common chamber 332

in the pump 300, prior to the fluid being distributed into each of the channels 308.

The side of the channels 308 opposite that of the chamber 332, is dosed

by an orifice plate 338. in which small orifices 340, in accordance wrjh those

5 discussed above, are produced. The orifice pfate 336 is similar in construction |f

and materials to the orifice plate 120 detailed in Rgure 4 above, but designed for

the specific shape of the pump 30O. Alternatively, the orifice plate 335 may have

check vah^e like arrangements, as described above in Figures 7D-7J. SimiJar to

that detailed above, the orifice plate 336 may be made of capton, in which the

10 orifices 340 are produced by laser abfatfon. Alternatively, the orifice plate 336

may be made of Teflon, polyimide, glass or stainless steel, * The fluid (i.e.,

medication) is ejected from .each of the .channels 3Q8 through the orifices 340

Into a common chamber 344. and is conducted to the needle/patient {riot shovvn)

through the tube 348. A one-way valve 352 prevents the medication from flowing

. 15 bad^ into the pump 300 {as fJuid flow through tlie pump 300 is in the direction of

the arrows 365a; 355b). A porous material filter 356 (of any of the porous

materials described above) may be used to trap the air bubbles that may be
*

present in the fluid (e.g.. medication).

In operation, the electrodes st the wails 316b may be connected to a

20 commqn ground and the electrodes at the walls 316c may be connected to a

signal line. Both electrodes at the walls 316b, 316c connect to lines (not shown)
'

that are in turn connected to the connector 324, that connects with the computer

or rantroiler 328 that provides the drive signa] to the pump 300.

.
In the dimension "L", it is preferred that the pump 300 constructed

25 according to ^is embodiment be appro^dmately 20 mm to 25 mm, and *

approximately 3 mm to 4 mm in the dimension "h." Depending on the desired

throughput the dimension "W" will be about 15 mm to 25 mm. The throughput

of the pump 300 may be changed by varying the operating frequency of the walls

316, that preferably operate in a frequency range of 4 KHz to 50 KHz, a number

26
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Of these vvans operating simultaneously, and developing ths force requ.reo to
.

•
;

eject the f.uid against the bacK pressure of the blood in a blood vessel (e.g.. a

ve»[>).

Figures 10A-10C are cross-sectional views- of a muttichanne!. infusion

5 pump 365 (preferBbly disposable), similar in constniction and operation to the

puinp 300 detailed and shown in Figures 9A and 9B above. Fluid flows through

the^pump 355 in the direction of the arrows 365a. 365b. The pump may also

include a. one-way valve 365c. The pump 365 is incorporated into an

^

administration apparatus 3S6 and is preferably housed In a plastic envelope

,0 366a. In this particular embodiment, the pump 366 consists of two or more rows

of micropumps 367. formed by rods 370, 372. forming channels 373

therebehveen, separated by a plate 374 of porous material (as described above).

The pump 365 may bs manufactured of a piezoelectric material similar to those

described above (Figures 9A and 9B). and by making a set of substantially

•

15 parallel grooves in oppositely disposed plates 376. 378. The rods 370. 372 are-

inserted in the grooves and maintained with gWe or other-similar adhesive. The

rods 370. 372 are poled' (polarized) prior to assembly and are positioned

Intermediate the plates 376. 376, such that upon assembly, the rods 370, 372 are

poled (polarized) in the direction of the arrow -a". Similar to that described

20 above, the sidewalls of the rods 370b. 370c. 372b. 372c are metalized (in

accordance with the direction of the poling of the rods 370. 372). This metaiizlng

. provides the contacts necessary for the rods 370, 372 to receive electrical

signals for movement (pumping). Electrical signals are carried to the rods 370.

372 through a connector 324 (simasr to that described In Figures 9A and 9B

25 above), designed for attachment to a controller (i.e.. an electrical signal

"

generator) (not shown), similar to these detailed above. SidewaH- plates 380.

serve to maintain the rigidity of the construction of the pump 365. -The back plate

•

"

382 is then attached to the assembly and creates a common input chamber 384
•

for the pump 365. Tne metalized sidewalls of the rods stbb. 370c. 372b, 372c .

30 are coated with a passivation coating to prevent hydrolysis of the fluid (e.g.,
'
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medication) as well as short circuiting of the electrical system that sends

electrical signals to the rods 370, 372. The pump 365 is covered by an orifice

plate 385 (as described above for Figures 4, 9A and 9B) in. which there are

orifices 388, at least one cdresponding to each channel 373.

3 Figure IOC is similar.to Figure 10B, except the pump 365 rods 37^', 372'

are poled (polarized) in a drfferent dirertion (perpendicular) to the rods 370, 372

in Figure 10B. This perpendicular direction is indicated by the arrow a'.

Electrical contacts are deposited on the surfaces 370d, 370e, 372d and 372e,

eiiminating any contacts between cun^ent conducting surfaces and the fiutd. The

ic pump 365 and apparatus 366 into which ft is incorporated (Figures 1 0A-IOC),

operates similar to the pump 300 and apparatus 301, disclosed in Figures 9A

and 9B. ^
•

Figure 1 1 shows a microdosing device 391 employing the pump 300 (and

control mechanism) of Rgures 9A and 9B. Alternately, this device 391 could

15 employ the pump 366 (and control mechanism) of Figures 10A-10C. The body

392 of this device 391 is similar to that shown in Figure 6A, except that the
*

removable tip 396 of the device 391. may include an orifice plate 398 (as

described above), having at least one orifice corresponding to each of the

channels of the respective micropumps- By changing the orifice plate 398, to a

I^Q plate with different sized orifices (as described for the orifice plate 1 20 of Figure 4

above), thus allowing for emission of differently sized drops from the device 391

,

Another embodiment of a multichannel piezoelectric pump 400, operating

similar to the pumps 30D, 365 of Rgures 9A and 93, and. 10A-10G, respectively,

is shown in Figures 12A and 128. The body 400a of the pump 400 is preferably

25 round (cylindrical), and fomis.part of a fluid administration apparatus 401, The

rods 402 are formed of electrosensitive materials (preferably the piezoefectric

ceramic materials as discussed above), poled (polarized) in the radial direction
*

as indicated by the arrows. The rods 402 may be tapered, as v/ell as trapezoidal

or re^angular in shape. The rods fomi micropumps 403 therebetween. The
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preferred dimensions for the rods 402 are between 0.3 mm and 0.5 mm in width,

about 0.6 mm to 1 J2 mm in height and about 30 mm to 40 nim in length. h

fluid administration apparatus 401. The rod sidewalls 402a and 402b are

mstalfized (and costed with a passivation coating as described above) and

provide the contacts through which the driving signal from a controlier 410

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26)

The pump 400 may be assembled by attaching the rods 402 to the inner

cylinder 406 and outer cylinder 408. To facilitate this proceiss, precut grooves
|

may be made on tie inner cylinder 406 or on botti the inner and outer cylinders .|

408. The outer cyGnder 408 fits within a cut-out section 409 of the wall of the S

%
V

10 (similar to the pump controllers described above) by a cable 412 and wnnector \

414, that moves the rods 402 for pumping. One of the metalized sfdewalls 402a, I

402b» may be connected to a common gn^und (not shov/n), while the other of the
|

metalized sidewalls 402a. 402b is connected to a signal, preferably electric
|

signal, generator of the controller. Alternately, similar to the other aboVe I

15 embodiments, the rods 402 may be poled in a perpendicular direction to the one |

shown, and accordingly, the surfaces 402c and 402d will be metaiized (and

coated wtth a passlvating material, as described above) accordingly, to serve as

. eiectriciai contacts.

The fluid from a fluid suppiy (Le.. a reservoir) flows in the direction

20 indicated by arrow 416. It fills in the common input chamber 418: To prevent

uncontrolled penetration of the fluid downstream, the bottom of the common input

chamber 418 is closed by a plug 420. that prevents undssired and uncontrotled . \

leaicageof the fluid.

The inner cylinder 406 is preferably made of a porous material (described

• 25 above), that draws the fluid from the common input chamber 418 into each of the

channels 4221 Each channel 422 acts. as an individual micropump. . Tne outlet

portion of the channels 422 ts closed by an orifice plate 424 In which orifices 426

facing each of the chanr>eis 422 are made. Tne orifice plate 424 is similai- in
5='

I

construction to the orifice plate 120 (detailed and shown above in Figure 4), but i

t

•

•!
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modified far the particular shape of the pump 400. Tns orifice plate 424 may be

. combined, if desired, with the plug 420. Alternately, the orifice plate 424 may .

also b6 constructed to have check vah/e like arrangements described on Rgures

• 7D through 7J. At each pumping cyde, an amount of fluid i$ expelled from the

5 active channel 420*through the orifice plate 424 into the common output chamber

428. From here on the fluid may be conducted in the desired direction, indicated
|

' by arrows 430, .

-

Figure 13 shows tiie pump 400 of Rgures 12A and 12B incorporated into

an administration set 432. The body 401 of the pump 400 in this figure is shown

10 in a fluid administration set 432.
" The pump 400 is driven fay a driving signal from

a pump controller 434 (srmilar to the controllers described above), by means.of a

cable 436 and connector 438, Jhat sends electrical signals activating pumping

action in th.e micropumps 403 (Figure 12B)^ by electricaify stimulating the rods

402 (Rgure 123>» causing movement thereof. The control device 434 may be a

15 remotely located computer, such as one that is part^ of central nursing station, or

a local computer/controller.. Preferably* the dimensions of such a pump would be

about.35 mm to 45 mm in length and about 7 mm in diameter. The fluid (I.e.,

medication) is drawn out of the fluid source, such as a bag In a f)uid

administration set (not shown) by capillary forces, (m the direction of the amow

20 440a) as described above and pumped to the patient in the direction indicated by

arrow 440b. it is preferred that this pump 400 be disposable, as part of the

disposable fluid administration set

Figure 14 shows a microdosatar 441;..gfmilar in construction to that shown

in Figures 6A and 11, except that it incorporates the multichannel pump 400 of

25 Figures 12A and 12B therein,. The microdosator 441 is fonned of a body

member 444 with a removable . cover for access, to the pump 400. There Is •.

removable tip 446 on the microdosator 441, that may also include an orifice plate

448, similar to . the orifice plate 424 (described for use with the purr^ 400 of

Figures 12A and 12B above). The fluid to be dispensed may come from a fiuid

30 reservoir 450, or equivalent remote fluid source, through a conduit 451 tha^

30 -
.
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preferably fractionally fits into the common channber 418 {Figures 12A, 12S. and
.

13) of the pump 400. The fluid reservoir 450 is accessible through the removable

cover. In. the case of the remote fluid source, fluid from it flows to ttie
'

mU5^dosator 441 through an umbilical cable 452, The umbilical cable 452 may

5 be combined with a cable that will rarry the pump driving signal The signal may

be generated by 'a controller^ such as a computer located close to the
j

microdosator 441 , or altemativeiy, a built-in controiier with dial-on capabilities.

Figure 15 is a cross-sectionai view of another embpdtment of a pump 480,

The pump 480 hes two concentrically arranged rows of micropumps 48 1a, 4Slb.

10 fonned by arrays (rows) of rods. 484, 4S6. The pump 480 Is similar in

construction and operation to the emiaadiment described in Rgures 12A and 12B.

except as indicated. The multipte row arrangement of micropumps 48.1a, 481b,

provides for increased throughput, when compared to ttie emfaadiments detailed

in Figures 12A, 12B and 13 above. • •

. .

15 The first (inner) row of rods 484, forming the micropumps 4$13, are of

similar materials/ . electros ensitive materials, preferably poled (polarized)

piezoelectric materials as described above, and of similar construction to the rods

of Figures 12A and 12B (as described above). The rpds 484 are. poled

(polarized) in a radially outward direction (as described in Figures 12A and 12B

20 above) and attached to the innemiost: cylinder 488, of a porous material (as

described above), and enclosed in the middle cylinder 492. The middle cylinder

492/ that is also forined of a porous material (as described above), also serves-

as an inner cylinder for the second (outer) row of poled (polarized) rods 496

{poled in the same direction as the rods 484), that form the second series of

25 micropumps 481b. The rods 496 are of simfiar materials and of similar

oonstnjction to the rods 484 above, but may be differently sized. The outermost

cylinder 500 closes the pump construction. It is preferred that dimensions of this

pump 480 be similar to the pump 400 of Figures 12A, 12B and 13. except that

the outer diameter is preferably approrfmatety 9 mm-1 0 mm.
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The construction given above creates a muftiplicity of channels 504 and

508, which may have slight differences in size. In the course of the pump

operafion^ the.channels 504 and 508 are filled with fluid, delivered from a fiuid

source, sudi as a fluid l?ag, connected thereto. At each actuation cycle, the fluid

5 IS expelled from *e active channels 504 and 508 through the orifices 51^ and

*516. The pump 480 is also suitable for use 'm microdosators (Rgures 6A, 1 1 and

14), and disposable and non-disposabie infusion apparatuses.

As shown in Figure 16, a fluid bag 532 includes the pump 400 (Rgures

12A and 12B), but could also include the. dual array pump 480 (Figure 15), with

10 the interior of tfie fiuid bag 532 having strips 534 of porous material, in.

accondance with the porous material described above. These ships 534 are

• fimity attached to the fluid bag 532 and serve as a fluid guide, as these strips 534

are in hydt"aulic communication v/ith the fluid in the bag 532, aUowing for fluid

delivery to the patient (through the tubing 535 and needie 536). not dependent

IS on gravity, regardless of fluid bag 532 position, above or below the patient, and

fluid bag 532 orientation, vertical, horfeontai or inclined. Although strips 334 of

,
porous material are shown, the entire interior of the fluid bag 532 may be lined

with tfiis porous material if desired.

Figunes 17A and 17B show a piezoelectric pump 537 in a fluid bag 538.

20 The pump 537 and fluid bag 538 shown are similar in construction and operation

to the pMmp 400 in the fluid bag 532 (Rgure 16). except that porous material 540

(as described above), is preferably continuous v^th the pump 537, forming its

outer cyfinder 541 this outer cylinder 541 mrresponding to the outer cylinder 408
'

of Figures 12A, 12B and 13. The outer cyfinder 541 is such that it supplies fluid

25- to the channels 542 of the micropumps 543. Altemataiy, a pump srmifar in

construction and operation to the pump 480. as described above, and shown in

Rgure 1 5 could also be substituted into the fiuid bag 538 with the porous material

an"ang&d similariy. The layer of porous material.540 serves as a fluid guide, since

I? stays in permanent hydraulic communication >vrth the liquid in the bag 538,
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regardless of bag onentation. vertical, horizontaf or inclined, and thus, allows for

gravity independent fluid defiver/,

jThe micropumps 543 are such that their channels 542 are created by rods

660, of electrosensrtive materiai, preferably piezoelectric material (as described -

5 above), preferably poled (polarized) in the direction of the arrows (radiaify

outward), that upon stimulation .from electrical signals, from a ControHer (not

shown), the rods 560 move such that fluid is expelled through, orifices 562 in the

face plate 564 into the common output chamber 568- The rods 560 are

maintained in position by an inner cylinder 571 and the outer cylinder 541 in
*

.

10 accordance with that disclosed above for the pumps 400, 480 (Figures 12A, 12B,

13 and 15). Plugs 572, 574 prevent uncontrolled penetration of the fluid into the

common output chamber 568 and facilitate the enclosure of wires (not shown)

that conduct electrical signals from the controller (not shown) into the rods 560 of

the pump 537.

15
* Rgures ISA and 188 show an infusion punip SOO of multiple micropumps

601, similar to the micropumps 101 described and shown in Figure 4 above. This
. .

pump 600 IS preferably disposable or implantable. This pump 600 has a

atarniess steel body 604 in which a set of recesses (cutouts) 608 has been riiade.

An output chamber 612 ojctends from the interior of the body 6Cj4. This output

20 chamber is covered by a faceplate 616. made of Teflon, capton. polyimide, glass

or stainless steel, etc. into which orifices 620 have been made, in accordance,

with the tec^iniques described above-

Opposite each of the recesses 60S are chambers 624 corresponding to

each of each micropump 601 » from wrfiich the fluid (e.g., medication) is pumped. .
.

7$ These chambers 624 are in constant hydraulic communfcation with a reservoir

623, for holding the fluid (e.g. medication) prior to its being pumped. The

• chambers 624 and part of the reservoir 628 have wails 632 of porous materia!,, in

accordance with the -porous material discussed above. The porous material

serves as a drug delivery system to each of the recesses 605 of each- of the
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micropumps 60i. An etectrosensitfve member 635. of a ptezoelectrfc materiar

(i.e.. a single piezoeiectric ceramic disc) in accordance v/rth tine piezoelectric

materials disclosed above, is placed proximate to each chamber 624 and

attached onto a membrane 640 (similar to the membrane 126 described in Figure

4 above) opposite the. orifice 620 of each micropump 601, The membrane 640,

also fixes the porous material walls 632 in place, and this membrane 640 is I

covered and enclosed by a lid 644. Tnis lid 644 prevents interaction between

fluid In the pump 600 and the current conducting parts (not shown), so as to

create a closed compartment 548 into which the driving electronics (not shown)

(that operate similar to the above detailed controllers) for moving the

electrosensitive members 636 and' battery (not shown) for these driving

electronics are placed. Each individual micropump 601 (s operated by a driving

signa!(s), preferably an electrical signal(s), generated by the driving electronics,

that can be controUed by the user The driving electronics are such that the user

may increase or decrease the drug defivery rate by switching on one or more

micropumps 601 as well as switching on or off addftionai micropumps 601, as

desired. Alternatively, the electrosensltive member 636 may be operated at a

higher than rated frequency. The compartment S48 may be accessed for battery

replacement

20

25

30

The pump 600 operates as a driving signal is sent to one or more of the

electrosensitive members 636. The signal activates the electrosensitive

members 636, that accordingly bend the respective portion of the rriembrane

640. During {he contraction cyde of the electrosensitive members 636, ttie

membrane 640 expels the fluid fLe., the medication) through the orifice 620, and
during the expansion cyde. it creates pnessure that puKs in the liquid from tfie

recess 608, to which ft is; fed from the reservoir 628. The reservoir S28 is the

space.created by the external packaging 652 of the pump and its lid 656. -.The

.

body 604 is attached to the packaging 652 and the space between them creates

the common output chamber 660, into which the fluid (Le., medication) drug is

expelled by successive pumping actions of the electrosensitive members 63S_

3<
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The fluid (i.e.. medication) leaves the pump 6O0 <for deftvery to the patient)

through the output catheter 612. This catheter 612 is separated from the output

chamber 660 by a one-way valve 664. The pump 600 is refillable with fluid (i.e..

mediation)., through an input catheter 665 attached to the Ud 656. The catheter

5 665 is separated from the reservoir 628 by a one-way valve 668. These one-way

valves 664. 668 may be of any of the type discussed above, I.e., check valves

" (as described above).

The pump 600 preferably has an outside diameter (pf the packaging 652)

of approximately 30 mm and a thickness of approximateiy 8 mm to 9 mm. The

10 reservoir 628 preferably has a storage volume of approximately 4.5 ml to 5 mL.

depending on the number of "micropumps 601 within the pump 600.

Figure 19 shows an alternate pump 600'. also preferably disposable and

implantable, similar in all aspects to the pump 600 (Rgures ISA and 18B). except

• that this pump 600' induces a beltows 670. This beflows 670 serves as a

15 constant pressure mechanism to provide a constant fluid (i.e.. medication)

defivery rate, regardless of the ambient pressure. The bellows 670 is attached to

the lid 644 and the membrane 640. Should the ambient pressure change, the

volume of the compartment 648 will change accoriingly by .
expanding or

contracting the bellows 670.

20 The pumps 500. 600' may also be designed to eject fluid Into the ambient,

by leaving the orifices 620 open {eliminating the. output catheter 612. cpmmon

output chamber 660 and one way valve 664). Because of the close proximity of

the orifices 620. when they are. all operated simultaneously, a moving mist is

.created of the particular fluid (i.e., medication) in an accurate dose.

25 • Figures .20A and 20B show an inhatator 700 fornied of a number of

micropumps 704.arranged in a grid pattern. Each micropump 704 is similar in

cbnstnjcSon to the micropumps 101 shown in Fig. 4 (and detailed above). Within

the inhaiator 700 is a chamber 708 formed of a closed, hexagonally-shaped

35
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' channel on the back of the body 71 0. Round recesses 712 are also* arranged in

. this hexagonal pattern. Opposite each of the recesses 712 is an eiectrosensftive*

member 716 (of the materials disclosed above), on a portion of a membrane 717,

The electrosensitive members 716 are controlled by mechanisms similar to those

5 disclosed in Figures 4, 7A-7N. 8A. 88. 18A, 18B and 19 above. A orific^ plate

720 is attached to the front of the body 712, In which orifices 724 are made, in )

accondancB with the methods detailed at?ove. The electrical connection of the

etectrosensrtive members 716 to the control mechanisms is sinrtilarto that shown

in Figure 4, Each of the input chambers 708 is connected by a fitting 728 to a

10 source of fluid {i.e., medication) (not shown) that i$ dispensed by each of the

micnopumps 704 when they are activated. The fittings 728 may fae connected to

a common resen/oir or to separate reservoirs that provide an instant mixture of

fluids (i.e., medications) in variable dosages. A series of openings 732 in the

tubes 733 are arranged in a grid pattern simHar to that of the orifices 724. The

15 tubes 733 tem^inate in a common area^ preferably extending through the body

710, and can be connected, by ffttrngs or the like (not shown) to a source of air or

oxygen. Alternately, the tubes 733 may bs open to the ambient environment,

serving to transport ambient air to the side of the body 710 where the fluid will bs

released. The air and/or. oxygen from the source, or alternately the ambient a!r,

20 creates a flow which further picks up the drug and carries ft to the patient.

Figure 21 is an inhalator 750 that dispenses fluid by a piezoelectric effect.

The pump 754 is contained within a PVC envelope 756, and is constructed in

accordance with the pumps 400, 480 of Figures 12A, 12B and 15, with the

controlling electronics for pumping the fluid in accordance with those described

25 for the pumps 600, 600' and inhalator 700 (above). The envelope 756 includes a

reservoir 758 that supplies fluid (i.e., medication). Ambient air (or air or oxygen

from an outside source) is supplied through the openings 762; tt is produced and

operated like the pump shown in Rgures 12 and 15.

While embodiments of the present invention have been described so far as

30 to enable one of skill in the art to practice the present inventksn. the preceding

36
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description is intended to be exemplary and should not'be used to limit the scope

of the invention. The scope of the invention should be determined by reference

to the following claims.

I
"r.

4;

1
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What is ciaimed is:

1. A microdosing pump comprising:

a chamber for receiving fluid;

a plurality of channels in communiration with said channber ^ch of

said channels including at least one opening for the outflWf of fluid:

a membrane enclosing at least a portion of said chamber;

a plurality of - electrosensttive members, each of said

electrosensfth/e members in communicatjon with at least a portion of said

membrane, and positioned in con-espondence with each of said channels, each

of said eiectrasensifive members being movable in response to an etectricaJ

signal:

means for controUing at least one of said plurality of electrosensitive

members independent of at least one other of said plurality of said

electrosensitive members.

2. The microdosing pump .of daim 1, wherein said controlling means includes

means for producing an electrical signal on each one of said plurality of said

electrosensitive members.

20 3. The microdosing pomp of clatm 1. wherein 3aid plurality of channels are

fonned from a first plate and said at least one opening in each of said channels is

formed at a iocation con^sponding each of said plurality of channels on a second

plate.

25 4. The microdosing pump of claim 1, wherein each of said eiectrosensitive

elements rests on said at least a portion of said membrane.

30

5, The microdosing pump of cialm 2. wherein said electrosensitive member

includes a piezoelectric element. •

3a'
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7 The microdosing puirip of daim 6. wherein said controliing means indude

means for operating et least one of said eiedrosensltive members independently

of at least one other of said electrosensitive members.

20

8. The microdosing pump of deim 7. wherein each of said plurality of said

electrosensitiye members includes a piezoelectric eiemantl

g. The microdosing pump of claim S. wherein said controlling means additionally

ts Include means for producing an electrical signal.

10. The microdosing pump of claim 6. wherein said, controlling means include

. means for operating said plurality of etectrosensitive members simultaneously-

30 11, A microdosing pump comprising:

39

u
r

li
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6. A microdosing pump comprising;

. a body portion indudins at I ast one opening for the inflow of fluid:

a first member within said body portion including a plurality of

channels extending therethrough;

5 a second member in communicafon with said first member, said
^:

second member indudtng a phiralfty of openings, said at least one of said -

\

plurality of openings positioned in correspondence^^
,

channels; !•

a membrane enclosing at least a portion of said body portion;

a plurality of electrosensitive members, each of said i.

electfosensltive members in. communication with at least a portion of said

membrane, and positioned in -correspondence with each of said channels, each

of said electrosensitivs members being movable in response to an electrical

signal; and

means for CpntrolKng said electrosensitive members- ;

p.
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a body portion including a chamber, said chamber rncluding a first port and

a second port;

a first fluid pathway in wnamunicafion with sakJ first port for carrying fluid

into said chamber, said first pathway including at least one subchannel for storing

fluid:
j

a second fluid pathway in communication with said second port for

carrying fluid from said c*iamber, said second patfiway including at least one

subchannel for scoring fluid;

a membrane attached to said body portion enclosing at least a portion of

said chamber,

means for controliing fluid flow through said channel, said fluid flow

contmiling means including at least one electrosensWve .member fn

OTmmunication wHh at least a portion of said membrane: and

means for controlling said at least one electrosensHjve member.

12. The micTodosing pump of claim 11, wherein said first and second ports and

said subchannels of said first and second fluid pathways are within said body

portion.

13. The mfcrodosing pump of claim 12, wherein said first port includes a.

recessed portion, extending outward from said chamber toward said subchannel

14. - Tlie microdosing pump .of daim 12, wherein said second port includes a

recessed portion, extending inward from said chamber toward said subchannel.

15. The microdosing pump of claim 12, wherein said first port includes a

recessed portion, extending inward from said chamber toward said subchannel.

16. The micfodosing pump of claim 12, v^herein said second port includes a

recessed portion, extending outward from sard chamber towand said, subchannel.

40
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17. The microdosing pump of claim 15, wherein a fluid flow inhibiting member
,

[

seats within said recessed portion^ and a means for retaining said fluid flow !*

i

inhibftSng memt>er within said recessed portion. -
f

, J •
.

^

5 18. The micrpdosing pump. of claim 16; wherein a fluid flow tnhibfting member

seats within said recessed portion, and a means for retaining said fluid flow
|

• inhibiting member wftfiin said recessed portion.

"19. The microdosing punnp of claim 17, wherein said fluid flow inhibiting memi:>er

10 includes a bsli and said retaining means includes an ela^tomeric net

20. The micrqdo^ng pump of claim 18, wherein said .fluid flow inhibiting member

induces a bait and said retaining means includes an elastomeric net.

20 22*. The microdosing pump of daim 21, wherein said check valve is biased to a

predetennined pressure, and said flexible member is coordinated with said check

valve, whereby when the pressure in said subcharmel reaches said

predetermined pressure, said fle;aTDle member returns to said unstressed position

forcing open said dieck valve.

25
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IS 21. The microdosing pump of claim 12. wherein said second fluid pathway

includes a check valve in communtcation with said subchannel and said .

subchannel of said second' fluid pathway fndudes a flexible member movable

between unstressed and stressed positions, j

23. The microdosing pump of daim 22. wherein said predetermined pressure is

approximatety the pressure of a mammalian bfood vesseK

24. The microdosing pump of claim 1 1 . wherein M.id at least one eiectrosensitive

30 member includes a piezoelectric element.

4t ^
•
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25. A microdosing apparatus comprising:

a container member, sakj container member including a reservoir portion

in communication with a fluiq receiving spaca, said fluid, receiving chamber in

communication with a fluid outlet port" and

5 a microdosing pump wfthin said body member intemaediate said reservoir

portion and sgjd fluid receiving chamber, said pump comprising; . ' ^
\

a chamber for receiving fluid in communication with said fiuld

reservoir portion;

a plurality of channels, each of said plurality of said channels

10 having a first end and a second end. said first end of each of said plurality of sard

channels in communication with sard chamber, each of said channels induding at

least one opening for ttie outflow of fluid at said second end, said second end of

each of said plurality of said channels Sn commuriication with said fluid recervfng

space;

15
.

a membrane endosing at least a portion of sard chamber;

a plurality of electrosensitiVe members, • ead^ of said

electrosensitive members in communication with at ieast a . portion tjf said

membrane, and positioned m cofrespondence w?th each of said. channels, each

of said etectrosarisltive elements being movable Jn response to gn electrical

n .s©na];and

means for controlling at least one of said plurality of

eteetrosensitive members independent of at least one other of said plurality of

said electrosensitive members. .

25 2S, The miqrodosing apparatus of dairri 25, wherjein said container member •

indudes means for gripping by an operator

27. The mioxadosing apparatus of daim 25. wherein said container member

includes a bag!

30

42
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^ 28. Toe microdosing apparatus of daim 25. wherein said controlling means

includes means for produdng a voltage on each one of said plurality of said

electrosensitive members.

5 29. The microdoslng apparatus of daim 25. wherein said plurality of channels

are fomied from a first plate and said at least one opening in each of said

channels is fbm>ed at a location comEffippnding each of said plurality of channels

on a second plate.

io 30. The microdosir^ apparatus of daim 25* wherein each of said

etectrosensitive elements rests oo said at least a portion of said membrane.

31. The micrpdosing pump of darm 25, wherein said electrosensftive member,

includes a piszoelectoc element. -

15

32. A microdo^mg apparatus compr^g:

a body portion including a fluid receiving opening and a fluid collecBon

area:

a pump adapted to fit at least within said body portion, said pump

20 induding a plurality of rods of an electrosensitive material movable in response to*

electrical signals, and including,

a chamber for receiving fluid in conrimunication with said fluid

receiving opening;

at least one diannel in fluid communication vWth said chamt>er and

25 said fluid cbUedion area, said at least one channel formed IntfiTmediate each of

said rods of said plurality of rods; and

means for controlling the movement of said rods. ^

33. The microdosing pump of daim 32, wherein said at least one channel

30 includes a plurality of channels, and at least one of said plurality of channets .is

' intermediate adjacently disposed rods of said plurality of rods.

'43
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34, The xnicrodosing pump of claim 33, additionally comprising:

a plate member intemiediate said first member and said fluid
rece.v.ng area, said plate' ,T,ember including a plurality ofcpenlngs. at least one

> opening cf said pluraRfy of openings corresponding to each one of said pluraKtv
of channels.

,H<u'-i«y

I •

^

35. The microdosing pump of claim 34. additionally comprising . p^oni^a
member intermediate said plurality of channels, said partitioning member being cfa porous materia^ . » *

36. The microdosing pump of daim 35. wherein said partitioning member
e«ends intemiediate said chamber for receiving fJuid and said plate member.

37. The microdosing pump of claim 33. whersin said controUing means includes
means for producing electrical signals.

38. A microdosing pump comprtsing:

a body portion Including a fluid receiving opening ih communicaik.n
with a fluid storage area:

a member. adapted to.fit at least partially within said body portion
saKf member including a plurality of rods, said rods of an electrt>sensitive material'
and arranged around said fluid storage area, at feast one of said rods of said
Plurality of rods fomiing at least one channel intemiediate at least another one of
Sard rods of said plurality of rods; and

means around said fluid storage area for pefmitting fluid flow
between said fluid storage area and said channels, said fluid flow means
intemiediate said fluid storage area and said channels.

14
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39. The mica-odosing pump of clabn 38. wherern said fluid storage area induces

a first end in communication with said fluid receiving opening and a second end

adapted to receive a removably attadiable piug.

J

5 40. The mrcrodasing pump of daim 39, wherein said at least one channel

indudes a pluralrty of dianneis, at least one of said . plurality of channels

intermediate adjacerrt rods of said plurality of rods.

41. Tne microdosing pump of daim 40, wherein said body portion is cylindrical In

10 shape and includes a peripheral wall, and said, member is within said body

portion, said member including means contacting said peripheral wall of said

• body portipn for retaining said member wthin said body portion.

42. Tne microdosing pump of daim 41, additionany comprising a plate in"

15 communication with said member, said plate adapted to fit within said body

portion, said plate indudrng a pluraiity of openings, at least one of said openings

of said plurality of openings corresponding- to eadi of said channels of said

plurality of channels/

20 43.. The microdosing pump of claim 42, wherein said peripheral wall includes an

indented portion having a surface -substantially perpendicular to said peripheral -

walL said plate on said surface and said member on said plate,

44. An inhalation apparatus comprising:

25 a container including at least-one reservoir and at least one fluid outlet

port; means for transporting gas to an area proximate said .fluid outlet port;

and

a microdosing pump within said container, said.pump comprising:

a chamber for receh^ing fluid in communication with said at

30 least one reservoir;

S.47
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a plurality of channels, each of said plurality of sard channels
having a first end and a second end, said first end of each of said pfurafrty of said
channels in communication with said chamfaen each of said channels mcluding at

least on opening for the outflow of fluid at said second end, said second end. of
each Of said plurality of said channels in communication with said fluid outlet port

a membrane endosing at least a portion of said chariber )

a piurafrty of electrosensitrve members, each of said

electrosensitfve members In ..communication with at least a portion of said
membrane, and positioned in cxjmespondenne vvfth each of said rtiannels, each
of said electrosensitrve elements, being movable in response to an eiectricai

signa!; and

means for controlling at least one of said plurality of

electrosensitive members independent of at least one other of said plurality of
said electrosensitive members.

45. The apparatus of claim 44. wherein said controJRng means indudes means
for producing eiectrical s^nais.

46. The apparatus of claim 44, wherein said gas transporting means indudes a
20 conduit extending through said contaber.

47, Tne apparatus of claim 44. wherein said gas transporting mesns include

means for attaching to a gas supply source. •

2S .48- An inhalation apparatus comprising:

a housing having a first side and a second side and means fbr allowing

the passage of gases between said first and second sides;

a fluid storage area within said housing: and'

a pumping member adapted, to frt at least partially within said housing

portion, said member including a plurality of rods, said rods of an electrosensitive

material movable in response to an electrical signal, and arranged around said

46 '
. .
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flukl Storage area, at least one of said rods of sard plurality of rods forming at

least one channel intermediate at teast another one of said rods of said plurality

of rods;

J means around said fiuid storage area for permitting fluid flow

s between said fluid storage area and said channels, said fluid flow means
intennedrate said fluid storage area and said channels; and

^

means for controlling said rods,
'

49. The apparatus of daim 48. wherein said controi meah$ include means for

lb producing electrical signals.

' 50. A microdoslng apparatus comprising:

a body member including a diamber for receiving fluid and plurality. of

channels, said plurality of channels including at least a first series of channels

13 and a plurality of second series of channels/said chamber in communication with

at least said first series cf channels;

each of said second series of channels including, at least one of safd

channels of said first series of channels in communication with at least one
additional rfiannel of said plurality of channels, and at least one fluid outlet, port,

20 said fluid outlet port in communication with said at least one additional channel;
'

j
at least one nf^mbnane in communication with safd body member;

a 'plurality of electroserisltlve members, at least one of said

eiectrosensltive members in communication with at least a poifion of said at least

one membrane, and positioned in con-espondence with each of said channels,

'25 each of said .electrosehSitive members being movable in response to an electrical

i signal;

means for controlling said plurality of electrosensitive mernbers.

51, The mrcrodosing pump of claim 50, wherein said each of said second series

.

30 of channels Incfudes, one channel of said first series of channels, and said at

I , .
' '

'

47 ;
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least dne additional channel of said plurality of channeis fndudes tv.-o channels
connected to each other,

5^ The microdosng pump of cJaim 51. additionally comprising at Jeast one
common reception area and wherein, each of safd fluid outlet ports emph^ into
sard at feast one common reception area* f

53. The mfcrodosing pump of.daim 52, wherein safd at feast one common
reoeptibn area includes one common reception area,

54 The microdosing apparatus of ciarm 52, wherein said at least one common
*

reception area includes at least a ft^t portion and a second portion, at least one
of said fluid outlet ports empties into said, first portion and m least one of said
fluid outiet ports empties into said second portion.

55. The microdosing apparatus of claim 54, wherein at feast one channel of said
first series of channels includes at least one inlet port.

56- The microdosing apparatus of claim 52, additionally comprising;

at least one supplemental body member, said at least one Supplemental
body member including at feast one channel therein, said channel in

communication with a fluid inlet port and a fluid ouUet port;

at least one membrane In communication with raid body member
at least one electrosensitlve .member in commumcation with at least a

portion of said at least one membrane, and positioned in correspondence with
•said at least. one channel, said at least one efectrosensitive member being
movable in response to an electrical signal; and

.

said fluid
, outiet port in communication with said at least on© common

,

reception area.

57, A microdosing appai^tus comprising;

48
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58- Tns apparatus of claim 57, wherein said plurality of channels ihdudes at

15 least two channels;

59. The apparatus of.da&n 58, wherein safd at ieast two channels inciudes thrae

channels.

20 60. A method of fluid delivery comprising:

a. providing a pump^ said pump comprising:

a bcjdy portion including at least one opening for the inflow of fluid;

a first member wrthfn said body portion including a piurality of

channels extending therethrough;

25 a second member in communication with said first member, said

second member including a plurality of openings, safd at least one of said

plurality of openings positioned in correspondence with each of said plurality of

channels;

a membrane enclosing at least a portion of said body portion;

30 a plurality of eleotrosensitive members, each of said

electrosensitive members in communication with at least a portion of said

4S .
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a plurality of channels connected by a fluid passage, said plurality ^

of channels Including at least one fluid inlet port and at least one fluid outlet port;

a body member for enclosing said channels at least in part
j

J at least one membrane "tn communication with said body member

5 3 plurality of electrosensftive members, at least one electrosensrtive

. member in communication with at least a portion of said at feast one membrane,

and positioned in correspondence wltt\ each of said piurality of channels, said at

least one electrosensHive member being movable in response to an electri^l

signal; and

10 means for controlling safd electrosensttive members, such, that said,

pressure of the fluid leaving said fluid outlet port is substantiaiiy proportional to

the sum of the pressures of the channels through which the fluid has passed.
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membrane, and posrfioned in correspondence with each of said channels, each

of said etectrosensitcve members being movable in response to an electrical

signal: and

means for mntrolling said electrosensJtive members; and

5 b, operating said control means fay providing electrical signate to at le^st a

plurality of said elec^-^ensftive members concurrerrtly,

61
.
The method of ciaim 60, flirth'er oorrtprising operating said at least a pluralrty

of said electrosensitive members at different frequencies.

62. The method of claim 61. wherein saW-pump additionally comprises a plate

having a plurality of orifices* said plate covering at least a portion of said body

I

portion in communication with at least one of said plurality ;of orifices positioned in

i:
correspondence to each, of said plurality of channel, at least one of said orrfices

i .15 of a different diameter than at least one other of said orifices;

*
.

and said operating step additionally comprises pnavJding. electrical signals

to at least a plurality of said electrosensWve rnemfaerE whose conrespondJng

channels correspond to orifices, at least one of safd orifices of a different

diameter than at least one other of said orifices.

63. Tne method of darm 62, further comprising operating said at teast a plurafrty

' of said electrosensWva members at different frequencies,
'

. . .
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